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 2434 on page you can add a new number row and to be safe you should add a number row before and after all tags before first
and after last maybe close to last tag but im not sure i normally put 1-25 in front of tags and 25-49 behind last tag for example.
before and after last tag and anything in between added tags to 2 pages this is great :D well that is more than i wanted to do, i
wanted to open the tag editor for a page and when i did it took me to the first page it finds tags from to open this time when i

did the same thing tags editor opened ok good. i have ~4 hours to kill, i have a smoke and i plan on reading a book or two
tonight question, is there anything i can do to get email on launchpad/lp team about getting a package uploaded? that is a great
way to get sponsorship done with the team right there good evening all ok well after some play i found out why my bug links in

LP dont update damn it it has to do with email getting marked as spam or getting replaced with NEW email i hate it when i
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work a long time on something and i get that email that someone was looking for me i told them that im not here in the
meantime i figured it out didnt even look at LP for the bug, thats very odd #ubuntu-mozillateam 2014-03-13 o.o this is why i

give up my patience is too little too late to help some people #ubuntu-mozillateam 2015-03-06 All: Been here before, but need
help w/ networking problem. Basically getting connection refused on all 520fdb1ae7
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